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To understand the exotic, squeezed chemistry of extreme magnetic fields and 
pressure, computational models will be extended to large systems with inclusion 
of dynamics, and spectra of astrophysical relevance will be calculated. 



Background— molecules in a magnetic field
• Nonperturbative molecular calculations 2008

– Molecules in finite magnetic field in a gauge invariant manner

– London-atomic orbitals in finite magnetic fields

• First general code for molecules in a finite magnetic field

– RHF, UHF, GHF, DFT, BDFT, CDFT, FCI, CC. CASSCF, MP2, DHF

– Erik Tellgren and others

• Fascinating chemistry

– new bonding in strong magnetic field

– astrophysical relevance



Objectives and participants



External Grants
• Molecular Spin Frustration 2015–2019

– Young Research Talent Grant, Research Council of Norway

– Erik Tellgren with postdoc Sangita Sen

• Molecules in Extreme Environments 2017–2018

– Centre for Advanced Study (CAS), Norwegian Academy of Science and Letters

– Trygve Helgaker with 12 fellows, 10 ½ months

• Spectra of Molecules in Strong Magnetic Fields 2018–2019

– Marie Sklodowska Curie Individual Fellowship

– Sangita Sen with Erik Tellegren as supervisor

• Magnetic Chemistry 2019–2022

– Free Researcher Grant, Research Council of Norway

– 2019–2023 2 postdocs, 1 PhD



Personnel
• Current personnel

– Trygve Helgaker, Hylleraas Centre

– Erik Tellgren, Molecular Spin Frustration (2015–2019), Hylleraas (2019–2019), Magnetic Chemistry (2019–)

– Sangita Sen, Molecular Spin Frustration, Spectra of Molecules (2018–2020) — on one year maternal leave

• Adjunct personnel

– Assist. prof. Andy Telale, University of Nottingham + Department of Chemistry (20% position)

• Former personnel (since October 1st 2017)

– Postdoc Alex Borgo, ERC (2012–2018), Department of Chemistry 

– PhD student Sarah Reimann (2013–2018), 4 months Hylleraas Centre

– PhD student Jon Austad (2014–2019), 6 months Hylleraas Centre

• Incoming personnel

– two postdocs within the next half year on Magnetic Chemistry



Paramagnetic bonding
– Spin Zeeman: BOND BREAKER

• Stabilizes beta spin and breaks covalent bond by forcing electrons into antibonding

– Orbital Zeeman: BOND MAKER

• Field stabilizes antibonding orbitals by favourable rotation relative to the field



CH4 flattened by a magnetic field
• Broken covalent bonds replaced by perpendicular paramagnetic bonds

– transition from tetrahedral to planar structure to strengthen paramagnetic bonds

– with Maria Dimitrova, Dage Sundholm, Stella Stopkowicz and others (CAS)



Excited states and excitation energies
• Excitation energies evolve in a complicated way with increasing field strength

– FCI (Lange et al.), CCSD(T) (Stopkowicz et al.) and RPA (Tellgren & Sen)

• Accurate predicted spectra needed for detection on white dwarfs

– ongoing project with Anand Thirumalai and Jeremy Heyl (British Columbia)



Closed-shell paramagnetism of BH
• Nonparallel magnetic field reduces symmetry, inducing at avoided crossing

– pseudo Jahn–Teller effect: the avoided triple crossing pushes closed-shell ground states down 

– Stopkowicz, Hampe, Gauss, Klopper, Teale, Borgoo, Tellgren, Helgaker; in preparation



Ionization potentials
• IPs increase a near-linear concave manner with field strength

– increasing Landau energy of ionized electron

– calculated from GW quasi-particle energies and CCSD EOM-IP



Nonuniform magnetic field and noncollinear magnetism
• Spin symmetry breaking — nonrelativistic two-component calculations

– spin forbidden transitions become allowed — two-component treatment needed

– magnetic field induces a nonconllinear spin density in benzene

– Sen & Tellgren J Chem Phys 148:184112 (2018); Sen, Lange & Tellgren J Chem Theor Comp 15:3974 (2019) 
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Atoms in neutron-star environments
• Highly compact cigar-shaped atoms 

– pseudospectral Hartree–Fock calculations

• Large induced internal magnetic fields

– Poisson equation for induced field



Confined atoms and molecules
• Pressure confines atoms

– analogous to an applied magnetic field

• Soft confinement potential

– hard confinement approached with large N



Strong magnetic field and high pressure
• Strong fields and high pressure favours high angular momentum states



Melting of rare-gas atoms in a magnetic field
• Parallel-tempering Monte-Carlo methods

– CCSD(T) and MP2 many-body expansion 

• Melting point increases with field strength

– Initially quadratic, then linear by 0.15mK/T

• CAS project

– with Elke Pahl, Peter Schwerdtfeger and others



Magnetic Chemistry RCN Project
• Larger  molecules

– molecular gradient and Hessians

• Molecular dynamics

– Inclusion of Lorentz force with electron screening

• Work packages

• Personnel

– two postdocs and one PhD student



Density functional theory
• DFT by convex conjugation

– established by Lieb 1984 but so far little explored

• We have explored DFT by convex analysis since 2009

– functional and convex analysis

Simen Kvaal, Erik Tellgen, 
Andre Laestadius, Andy Teale



Moreau–Yosida Regularization
• The exact universal density functional is nondifferentiable

– Non-interacting v-representability

• Problem may be solved by Moreau–Yosida regularization

• Regularized Kohn–Sham iterations

– guaranteed convergence of Kohn–Sham iterations



DFT in a Magnetic Field
• There are two approaches to DFT in a magnetic field

– introduce field dependence into correlation functional

– introduce current dependence into the correlation functional



CDFT and BDFT functionals that work



Symmetric in-plane dissociation of He7 flake



Interlayer dissociation of He17 cluster



Fundamentals of CDFT



Outreach
• Much interest in chemistry in strong magnetic fields

• Presentations at Hylleraas Day

• Presentations to visiting students

• Popular science 



Future projects
• Many-electron dynamics in a magnetic field

– polarizing / ionizing electric field vs. confining magnetic field

– Thomas Bondo Pedersen and Simen Kvaal

• Nonperturbative treatment of spectroscopies in a magnetic field

– magneto-optic effects, Faraday effect, Cotton–Mouton effect

– Kenneth Ruud & co

• Basis-set limit by real-space methods

– MRChem package

– Luca Frediani

• Quantum dots

– nonlinear magnetic effects at laboratory field strengths



Publications



Conferences organized
• Mathematical Methods in Quantum Chemistry

– Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach, 

– Germany, March 18–24 2018

– Eric Cancès, Gero Friesecke, Trygve Helgaker, Lin Lin

• Atoms, Molecules and Materials in Extreme in Extreme Environments

– Norwegian Academy of Science and Letters, 

– Oslo, June 4–6 2018

– Trygve Helgaker, Trond Saue, Peter Schwerdtfeger



SWOT analysis
STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
fascinating topic
unique tools
unique expertise
international collaboration and network
recent funding

little direct relevance for chemistry
niche field
small group

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS
detection on stellar object
design of CDFT correlation functional
RT1: laser pulses in magnetic field; MRchem
RT3: spectroscopies in a finite magnetic field

retirement of leader in 2023
group members and expertise may disappear
uniqueness lost


